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The following article is a case study on the relationship between expertise and political decision-making in the ―Eastern Bloc.‖ It focuses on the attempt to reform state socialism,
which took place in Czechoslovakia in the 1960s. This effort was linked to the extensive
involvement of experts in the policy-making of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia
(CPCz). Using the example of the research on the ―Scientific and Technological Revolution‖ (STR), headed by philosopher Radovan Richta, this article examines the close ties
between high politics and knowledge production in state socialism. This article analyzes
the STR project from the perspective of the intellectual history of Reform Communism
and situates the STR theory in a broader context of post-Stalinist political thought. In its
second part this study examines how the STR research team was established. This institutional history shows that the STR project was not only the result of intellectual and
political aspirations of reform-oriented intellectuals, but also emerged as a consequence of
the attempt of the Party leadership to revitalize its central ideology apparat. The efforts to
update the official ideology, in order to react to the demise of Stalinism and to promote
new economic policies, resulted in the establishment of an intellectually innovative and
internationally acclaimed research project, which provided a theoretical background for
far-reaching reform policies of the Prague Spring era.
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Almost everywhere, political decision-making is currently an important topic
of research on economic and political thought after 1945. Works on the intellectual history of the Cold War have extensively analyzed what is generally
called ―Cold War social science,‖ which examined human decision-making
from various perspectives. Whether these have entailed highly theoretical
research on strategic rationality, as, for example, in game theory, or questions
linked to predicting economic and social processes, social scientists have
sought to determine how to achieve a state in which individuals or institutions
would be able to make rational decisions in an increasingly complex and
interlinked world. The interest of scholars and strategists in decision-making
and rationality has been expressed not merely as a theoretical exercise but
also as political activity. The modern state created a high demand for expert
knowledge that would make it possible to have greater control over different
political, social, and economic phenomena and it thus sought to create the
prerequisites for more efficient government. Historians have so far explored
these questions in the context of the contemporary history of the United
States and Western Europe. We consequently have works about the history of
game theory, rational choice theory, and American military research.1 Far
more modest in volume is the literature exploring similar topics on the other
side of the ―Iron Curtain.‖2 The relationship between expert knowledge and
government in state socialism thus continues to be a wide-open topic.
The following article is a case study on the relationship between expertise
and political decision-making in the ―Eastern Bloc.‖ We have focused on the
attempt to reform state socialism, which took place in Czechoslovakia in the
1960s. The efforts to create a ―new socialism,‖ which began in the first half
of the 1960s and reached its peak in the Prague Spring of 1968, were linked
to the extensive involvement of experts in the policy-making of the
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCz). Just as in liberal capitalism, so
too in state socialism was the topic of decision-making important and no less
controversial. State socialism sought to establish its legitimacy on a vision of
a new socialist democracy, in which the working class would hold political
power, but at the same time create a political system based on a hierarchical,
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centralized and bureaucratic apparat. From the perspective of the study of political decision-making in state socialism, the contradiction between the promise of power in the hands of the people and the reality of the dictatorship of
the Party apparat was the fundamental starting point for a critique of the existing power hierarchies.
Although in Czechoslovakia in the 1960s no debate focused exclusively on
political decision-making took place, the questions of who was supposed to
have decision-making power in socialist society and how political decisionmaking should be organized were among the basic dilemmas of Reform Communism. In this article we focus on the important problem of reformist theory
and political practice, which was the relationship between knowledge production on the one hand and political power on the other, in other words, the
question of the extent to which experts influenced political decision-making.3
In the years of what became known as the Czechoslovak reform period, the
link between politics and expertise was most visibly represented by four expert teams, each of which was concerned with a different area, namely, economic reform, the reform of the political system, the social stratification of
Czechoslovak society, and the social impact of the ―scientific and technological revolution‖ (STR).4
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We focus on the last of the above-mentioned expert teams, which was led
by the philosopher Radovan Richta. The ―Richta team‖ investigated the influence that scientific progress and technological changes had exerted on the life
of society, and, at the same time, sought to formulate a political program that
would lead to the building of socialist post-industrialism.5 We shall try to
demonstrate how the work of the ―Richta team‖ contributed to the political
program of the Prague Spring and how the interaction between the Party leadership and academia enabled the establishment and intellectual as well as political prominence of the STR research project.
Using the example of the STR research in Czechoslovakia in the 1960s,
this article examines the close ties between high politics and knowledge production in state socialism. In the first part of this article we will analyze the
STR project from the perspective of the intellectual history of Reform Communism. In the context of the history of Czechoslovak post-Stalinism, Richta‘s research was part of a much broader trend, the aim of which was to rethink Marxism and create a new ideology of socialism that would help to find
answers to questions that had arisen as part of the critique of Stalinism. We
will also situate the STR theory within the broader context of post-Stalinist
political thought.
In the following part we will examine how the STR research team was established. This institutional history, which happened simultaneously with the
changes in Marxist theory described in the first part, will show that the STR
project was not only the result of intellectual and political aspirations of reform-oriented intellectuals, but also emerged as consequence of the attempt of
the Party leadership to revitalize its central ideology apparat. The effort to
update the official ideology, in order to react to the demise of Stalinism and to
promote new economic policies, resulted in the establishment of an intellectually innovative and internationally acclaimed research project, which provided a theoretical background for far-reaching reform policies of the Prague
Spring era. Our aim here is to discuss the emergence of the ―Richta team‖ in
the broader context of the political history of Czechoslovak Reform Communism.
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Radovan Richta (1924–1983) was interned in a concentration camp during the German
occupation of Bohemia and Moravia for his work in the Předvoj (Vanguard) resistance
group. From the end of the war, in 1945, to 1950, he attended Charles University,
Prague, receiving his doctorate in 1953. From 1945 onwards, he was a functionary in
Party organizations. From 1948 to 1954, he was an editor at Tvorba, the communist
arts and politics weekly, and on the editorial board of Rudé právo, the central Communist Party daily. He was later the head of the Department of Social Sciences at the
Ministry of Education and a member of the Party committee to found a Czechoslovak
Academy of Sciences. In 1954, as the head of the department of dialectical materialism, he moved to the Institute of Philosophy at the Academy. Beginning in April 1965,
Richta conducted research on the ―social and human aspects of the scientific and technological revolution.‖

In its two interrelated parts this article seeks to show that Richta‘s intellectually stimulating contribution to Marxist humanism was closely interconnected with economic reform policies and with the Party leadership‘s efforts
to build—with the involvement of various bureaucratic bodies in the Party
apparat and academia—a new, reform-friendly official ideological framework.6 This article shows that the burst of reformist intellectual creativity in
Czechoslovak academia was closely interwoven with rather pragmatic needs
of the central ideological apparat of the CPCz. Our text shows that the intellectual transformation in academia and the change of official CPCz policy in
the field of ideology happened simultaneously and in close mutual communication. As a consequence of these two processes the STR research team headed by Radovan Richta was born.

The beginnings of the involvement of experts in the building of a ―new
socialism‖ have to be sought in the second half of the 1950s, when the Party
elite, in connection with developments in the Soviet Union, adopted the program of ―scientizing‖ government by means of greater emphasis on the application of scientifically acquired knowledge in political practice. This shift
was linked with de-Stalinization, which set itself against the Stalinist theory
of ―intensifying the class struggle‖ and political practice that linked the building of socialism with mass political violence. The conclusion of the 22nd
Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), which took
place in October 1961, was of fundamental importance for Czechoslovakia.
6
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The new program of the CPSU, represented by Nikita Khrushchev, emphasized the importance that science and new technologies had for the further
development of socialism. The aim was to ―catch up with and overtake‖ the
developed capitalist countries in all economic indices, including the standard
of living of the population, and to almost finish the building of communism
by 1980. The Czechoslovak President and First Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPCz, Antonín Novotný (1904–1975), paraphrasing Khrushchev at a session of the Central Committee in November 1961, declared with
great pomp: ―We too have said that the current generation here will live in
communism.‖7 According to Novotný, Czechoslovak GDP by 1980 would
grow fourfold and this leap would take place by means of technological and
scientific innovations.
The idea of governing by expertise did not, however, originate only in the
optimistic post-Stalinist visions rooted in the Soviet ―New Course‖ and the
techno-optimism of the period. Calls for scientists and other experts to become more involved in political decision-making were also a reaction to the
serious problems of socialism, especially in the economy. In the same period,
as Khrushchev and Novotný were talking about overtaking the capitalist
countries and about the approaching communist future, the unrealistic third
five-year plan in Czechoslovakia for 1961 to 1965 began to collapse. This had
a disastrous impact on a large number of enterprises. There followed a twopercent drop in GDP, the first since 1945, at the very moment when, for example, West Germany was experiencing its ―economic miracle.‖
Fears of the social and economic consequences of the depression, especially a possible decline in the standard of living of the population, forced the
CPCz leadership to search for ways out of the economic crisis. In 1964 the
project for economic reform was born, which became the driving force of all
other reform efforts, including the STR project. The economists, led by an
economist, senior Party functionary, and the best-known proponent of Czechoslovak reform economics Ota Šik (1919–2004), began to think about a
―new system‖ of managing the economy, and gradually came up with a solution that it would be fair to call ―market socialism.‖8 The importance of economic questions for the launching of the reform activities was pointed out by
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the leading reform economist Otakar Turek (1927–2018): ―Thus in a double
sense the economic situation itself accelerated the transition to a new system
of management. On the one hand it set the requirement to work out a reform
of the method of management as an urgent social requirement (a ‗dictate of
society‘ [společenská objednávka]); on the other hand—and this is particularly important—it accelerated the process of bringing about a change in
people‘s thinking, the shaping of their opinions about the causes of economic
difficulties.‖9 The activities of Richta and his collaborators were thus significantly influenced by the idea that successful economic reform, as prepared by
Šik‘s research team, was absolutely crucial for the introduction of other reform proposals, the post-industrial vision of the STR among them.
As we have seen, part of the reform agenda was the conviction that politicians and economists must make greater use of science and the latest technologies. The aim of this endeavor was to mobilize the relatively extensive
Czechoslovak ―scientific and research base,‖ which, in 1967, consisted of
147,000 people.10 The role of social scientists as experts analyzing the social
and political contexts and consequences of technological or economic change
seemed to be of the utmost importance for this modernization project. When,
in May 1969, an inventory was taken of the research activities in the social
sciences, members of the Party apparat ascertained that, since 1966, a total of
161 expert teams had been created and were working on 65 research projects.11
The research team led by Richta had the task of analyzing how it would be
possible to use the Czechoslovak research infrastructure for the purposes of
reform politics and what impact the scientizing of government would have on
society, from changes in the occupational structure to the fundamental
transformation of human life in the post-industrial future. The chief aim of the
―Richta team‖ was to register the economic, technological, and social changes
that were either planned or already under way and, on the basis of them, to
indicate the road to the socialism of the future.
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Before we describe the emergence of the STR research team, it is necessary to outline the intellectual background of Richa‘s project and its main
theoretical contributions. The Czechoslovak theory of the STR originated in
several sources straddling the philosophy of science, political philosophy, and
the contemporary sociology of industrial societies. A Marxist philosopher,
Richta was most inspired at a theoretical level by Marx‘s Grundrisse, a work
that is also concerned with the relationship between the development of the
forces of production and the current state of scientific knowledge.12 Another
important source was the works of the British molecular biologist, crystallographer and Marxist historian of science, John Desmond Bernal (1901–1971),
which examine the social role of scientific knowledge and emphasize the importance of science in historical development.13 Richta‘s conviction that
science and technology are distinctive factors in political and social change
came out of this intellectual tradition. Richta and his colleagues kept abreast
of contemporary Western sociology and political science, investigating the
operation and development potential of developed industrial societies. Czechoslovak scholars carefully read the works of Herbert Marcuse, Jürgen
Habermas, Raymond Aron, Daniel Bell, and Walt W. Rostow, and sought to
come up with a concept that would respond to this direction of research from
the positions of the social sciences investigating socialist society.14
Another important source of inspiration was literature from the fields of
cybernetics, organization studies, systems theory, social psychology, and also
the theory of architecture and urbanism. Richta and his colleagues aimed to
comprehensively chart out modern societies and current thinking about their
future course from transformations of labor to the shape of the physical environment in which each individual‘s life would take place. Czechoslovak STR
research must, however, be considered together with local revisionist Marxism and reform-communist political thinking. Richta was following on from
the Soviet Party program presented at the 22nd Congress of the CPSU and his
project was closely linked with the intellectual de-Stalinization that was manifested in Czechoslovakia particularly by the development of Marxist humanism.15 In the broader context of the Czechoslovak social sciences it is reasonable to link Richta‘s research also with the contemporary futurological literature that tried, in connection to Khrushchev‘s historical optimism, to offer an
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account of how life would appear in the near future in a socialist and, later, a
communist system.16
Reform intellectuals came out in support of the humanist legacy of
Marxism and at the same time in support of a return to its allegedly scientific
essence. Whereas the humanist perspective saw the emancipation of human
beings as the main task of the new socialism, the emphasis on scientific
quality was mainly a criticism of the political and intellectual practice of Stalinism, which, in the view of the reformers, had failed to acknowledge the
importance of the facts and, instead of real theoretical thinking and scientific
knowledge of the world, had built a rigid system of incontestable dogmas.
Richta and other reform intellectuals belonged to the generation of communist activists who had actively participated in the antifascist resistance
during the Second World War and in the building of Stalinism after 1948.
The attempt to create a new conception of socialism was partly self-criticism
of their earlier political and intellectual involvement and at the same time it
was also its continuation. As elite representatives of the Party intelligentsia,
they endeavored to find a new perspective for the political project that, in the
late 1950s and early 1960s, had reluctantly tried to come to terms with the
legacy of the political violence of Stalinism, confronted economic problems,
and identified socialism with the government of the state and Party bureaucracy.
Investigating the STR was originally Richta‘s personal research interest. In
1963 it resulted in the publication of two important little books, Člověk a
technika v revoluci našich dnů (Man and Technology in the Revolution of our
Days) and Komunismus a proměny lidského života (K povaze humanismu naší
doby) (Communism and the Transformations of Human Life: On the Nature
of the Humanism of Our Time).17 These works presented his conception of
the scientific and technological revolution, which the work of the ―Richta
team‖ later followed on from. The basis of Richta‘s theory was the concepttion of science as a ―direct productive force,‖ which would gradually play a
key role in the creation of economic and social reality. Putting scientific
knowledge into practice would lead to the extensive automation of production, completely changing the form of human labor and thus human life. The
transition to automated production would provide human beings with more
free time and also present them with new challenges, particularly in the fields
of education and the self-development of each individual. According to
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Richta, overcoming manual labor and classic industrial production would ultimately lead not only to the establishment of a socialist post-industrial society,
but also to a different human subjectivity. The new form of productive forces
would require more educated and autonomously acting individuals—the
worker on the assembly line, the symbol of traditional industrialism, would be
substituted for by the scientist or coordinator of automated operations.
The most important consequence of their researching the STR was the
book Civilizace na rozcestí (Civilization at the Crossroads, 1966).18 Although
it was officially a group effort, the book was mainly written by Richta and it
further develops the ideas that he presented in his two books from three years
before. Civilizace was published in three editions (1966, 1967, and 1969)
with a total of 70,000 copies. It was extraordinarily well received at home
and, after it was published in English, German, French, Italian, and other
languages, outside the country too. The basic idea of the book is based on the
conviction that contemporary industrial civilization was the turning point that
would bring about change not only in the relations of production, that is, in
the elimination of class contradictions and the achievement of mutual cooperation amongst people and their development in society, but also structural
change in production, that is, the position of the human individual in the production process. In the ―modern basis of civilization,‖ according to Richta,
there exists an ―inner nodal line of growth,‖ that is, a kind of extreme limit
beyond which the basic bonds and proportions in the position of a human
being change. Civilizace observes the ―laws‖ of contemporary industrial civilization, and undertakes to reveal these limits, which, according to Richta,
were at that time already apparent. In analytical contrast, the book compares
the existing results of the industrial revolution with the anticipated impact that
the STR will have on society and individuals. From these effects, Richta
deduces the need for far-reaching innovations, for which ―developed‖ socialism opened up an ―infinite number of possibilities,‖ and which would relate
mainly to the economy.19
Richta bases his analysis of civilizational change on the claim that it is
chiefly the forces of production that are changing, that is, materials,
machines, and infrastructure, together with human abilities and knowledge of
how to produce. The industrial revolution was characterized mainly by the
systematic innovation of means of production. The essence of the STR consists in the movement that runs counter to the industrial revolution and results
in the continuous universal transformation of the forces of production and the
structures connected with them. Since science has become the main force of
production, production itself reaches the level of the technological application
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of science. What stands between human beings and nature is no longer only
tools; it is the whole production process.
Richta calls this the ―automatic principle,‖ which eliminates human beings
from immediate production and moves them to the role of operators and programmers, and, later, design engineers and researchers.20 The result would be
the non-stop, fully automated factory. According to Richta, only automation
would put technology on a level that would enable the universal development
of human powers, aiming for a classless society and therefore fully corresponding to the requirements of life in communism. The STR was a social
revolution, an organic part of the communist revolution, one of its phases and
forms.21 The real interest of workers in the growth of productivity of all work
in society on the basis of a well-planned system of economic stimuli was to
be the driving force. Such a system, Richta notes, ―was not, however, fully
realized in the socialist countries.‖ In a fundamental turn to the scientific and
technological revolution, ―the new system of planned management was to
have the key position.‖ Richta therefore basically tied the early days of the
STR in Czechoslovakia to the success of economic reform.22
As should be clear from the foregoing discussion, Richta also anticipated
far-reaching changes in the structure of work qualifications, education, free
time, the quality of life, and also the political system. The STR, for him,
merged ―with the greatest cultural revolution in history so far,‖ that is, the
revolution in the minds of the citizens, in which socialism (and, in the future,
communism) would overtake capitalism, if the ―technological orientation, the
structure of interests, rational society-wide organization of production and
consumption, incentives to energetic activity, and so forth‖ were single-mindedly directed toward that possibility.23 In this sense, it was necessary also to
modify Party control and to coordinate it with the demands of the STR. Richta recommends introducing comprehensive scientific control (social engineering) and systematically building a ―socio-scientific base,‖ particularly a
theory of labor, anthropology, the theory of growth and human development,
management studies, general technology, and the theory of civilization and
culture.24 Richta concluded that all of society should share in the creation of
social prospects with the broad-based participation of scientists, technicians,
and other experts in various fields, aimed at the conscious modelling of the
future. Collective and eloquently communicated prospects would make science, technology, and education highly attractive, but would also greatly increase both the attractiveness of communism and the authority of the Party as
the guiding force of development.25
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The STR theory indicated far-reaching consequences for political decisionmaking. Richta emphasized that the new form of production and human existence stemming from it would necessarily require a different conception of
governance. The demanding transition to a technologically advanced postindustrial society required that scientists and scholars would themselves take
part in political decision-making and generally in the management of this social transformation, for they, unlike people who were bureaucrats by vocation
or manual laborers, had the qualifications to understand the changes currently
under way and also to control them effectively. The STR theory therefore emphasized even more the need for expertise in governance in the sense of the
wide application of scientific knowledge in political practice. From this notion stems the inevitable tendency of development to strengthen the political
influence of the social stratum of educated specialists.
The new form of human labor was also supposed to exert an important influence on the operation of political decision-making. Since human labor was
meant to be of an increasingly intellectual nature, the means of making political decisions had necessarily to reflect this change. Political decision-making
was meant to be a scientific activity, a sophisticated analysis of social or economic reality. Thanks to the higher level of education and also to more leisure, the citizen of the socialist post-industrial society was supposed to be a
more socially involved actor with greater political participation and political
responsibility. Richta assumed that in the future each individual would be
more involved in political life and also that the role of expertise and external
assessment by scholars in political decision-making would be emphasized.
The notion of a new conception of politics had potentially far-reaching
consequences for the distribution of power in state socialism. If political decision-making was to be scientific, the educational background of the members
of the state and Party apparats had necessarily to be fundamentally transformed. How would the Party officials at that time come to terms with the
transition to the new model of politics? And how demanding would this great
transformation be for the working class, which was meant to be the leading
social stratum in socialism, but, according to Richta, was, because of automation, condemned to inevitable decline? Although the STR theory was raising
these controversial questions, it enjoyed the considerable favor of the Party
leadership and by the mid-1960s became an intellectual basis of the reform
policies. The relationship between the Party leadership and the Richta project,
that is, the politically institutional background of the emergence of Civilizace
and its importance for Party policy, will be considered in the following part of
this article. We shall try to demonstrate that the boom in STR research
stemmed not only from the creative transformation of Marxist political and
economic thought in the late 1950s and early 1960s, but also from the Party
leadership‘s need to find a new ideological framework that would enable it to
surmount the deep crisis of the political doctrine of the CPCz.

The previous part of this article outlined the intellectual history of the STR.
These theoretical exercises also played a significant role in the political history of reform communism. The content of Richta‘s works suggests that his
theory was closely connected with the crisis of Marxism-Leninism after 1956,
when the erstwhile comprehensive and authoritative aggregate of definitions
and rules was gradually losing validity.26 It was approximately at the same
time that Richta started to outline his STR theory when this ideological
fluctuation caused uncertainty about how to determine the Party line. It led to
frequent changes when declaring political aims, economic policies, and organizational measures. The ―leading role of the Party‖ was narrowed down to
banning, censoring, and ordering, and perhaps every Czechoslovak citizen
could then see with his or her own eyes the discrepancies between Party
policy in theory and in practice.27 The crisis of ideology constituted a challenge for Marxist theorists and propagandists, but at the same time disrupted
the social legitimacy of the regime.
The instability of ideology led to attempts to fill the vacuum with something new. As we have seen, Soviet political thought had gone the furthest in
this sense. At the latest by 1961, it had begun to work with a new vision of
the future, which had a direct impact on Czechoslovakia too. The socialist
vision of development, however, did not correspond to economic reality.
Almost immediately after President Novotný, together with the CPCz leadership, announced his support for the results of the 22nd Congress of the CPSU,
that is, for the promise of a speedy and substantial improvement in the standard of living, the third five-year plan fell apart. Novotný, at an April 1962
session of the Central Committee of the CPCz, bitterly noted, on behalf of the
Politburo, that the ―current state of the national economy is characterized by
the no longer bearable tension between the resources and the needs of society‖ and that it would ―be necessary to reduce the tempo of the development of
our national economy.‖28
The Czechoslovak leadership therefore adjusted the annual plans for 1962
and 1963, and decided that a seven-year plan would be announced for the
years 1964 to 1970. Several months before the 12th Congress of the CPCz it
was, then, mainly a matter of ―balancing out the national economy, creating a
firm economic basis, and developing socialist society upon that.‖ Considerations about an accelerated elaboration of their own CPCz program, similar to
what the Soviet Communists had, were for the moment put on the back burn-
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er.29 The institutional and political history of the STR research was thus firmly interconnected with the Party leadership‘s attempt to rebuild the central
ideology apparat in order to find a way out of this crisis of ideology. In the
early 1960s, it was necessary to invent a new ideological framework in order
to rationalize the introduction of economic reform policies.
Discussion before the approaching 12th Congress of the CPCz was stimulated by the Central Committee of the Party with an August 1962 paper entitled ―The Prospects of the Further Development of Our Socialist Society.‖
This document assigned the key role in the growth of the economy and the
further increase in the standard of living to technological innovations supported by the results of science and technology. A huge growth in new scientific and technological knowledge was meant to be provided by a substantial
expansion of the research base. By 1970 a great number of workplaces were
meant to be created in science and research as well as a network of scientific
institutions.30 Among the topics that the document explicitly tells scientists
and other scholars to devote themselves to soon were the ―social consequences of the scientific and technological revolution.‖ This is perhaps the first
time that the topic was mentioned in a Party document.31
The 12th Congress of the CPCz, at which some of the conclusions of the
22nd Congress of the CPSU were originally to be ―elaborated,‖ took place in
December 1962. Shortly before the congress, there occurred the spectacular,
popularly mocked, and highly symbolic dynamiting of the gigantic Stalin
monument in Prague in November 1962—at that point the most visible
Czechoslovak response to Khrushchev‘s second phase of ―de-Stalinization.‖
The congress program was substantially influenced by the unfavorable state
of the Czechoslovak economy. The President of Czechoslovakia and First
Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPCz, Novotný, recommended that
the congress ―concentrate mainly on the general development of the national
economy, problems of organization, and the managerial relationships in the
management of the State and the economy, consider and generalize the results
of the discussion amongst workers with the aim of eliminating everything that
has proved to be unsuitable, wrong, or bad in the life of our country.‖32
The congress concluded by defining an eleven-point ―general line‖ for the
economy up to 1970, marked by efforts to surmount the recession, an emphasis on the universal application of the latest discoveries and inventions of
science and technology in production and in the improvement of political decision-making.33 The discussions and resolutions of the 12th Congress did not
yet come up with specific measures for how to ideologically influence the
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general population in a new way in the coming transition from socialism to
communism in Czechoslovakia. In addition to the economic ―general line,‖
the Congress resolutions state that ―scientific and technological progress‖ was
of decisive importance for the development of the economy and society. The
congress also declared its intention to improve both the equipment of scientific institutions and the specialist qualifications of their employees.34
In April 1963, the presidium of the Central Committee of the CPCz adopted a resolution stating that problems in the area of ideology required the creation of a special ideology commission with extraordinary powers. Members
of the Central Committee were supposed to play an active role in the solution
of all key social questions and in the preparation, debating, and implementation of Party resolutions, rigorously in keeping with the principles of ―collective leadership.‖ The suitable means to establish the new conception of political decision-making seemed to be ―the establishment of authoritative specialized commissions of the Central Committee, composed both of its members and of other political workers and leading specialists, which will comprehensively search for and elaborate solutions to the fundamental problems
of development in the individual spheres of the life of our socialist society.‖35
These commissions resulted from efforts to come up with a stopgap management that would take into account the points of view of society and the State
as a whole, surmount various particularistic interests (for example, of individual ministries or localities), and also find a substitute for the often criticized
―administratively bureaucratic methods‖ of governance.36 On the basis of the
directives of the Central Committee and its presidium, the ideology commission took responsibility for the organization and supervision of the whole
―field of ideology‖ in Czechoslovakia.
The CPCz leadership expected that the establishment of specialized commissions would lead to substantially more efficient governance at all levels.
The commissions were meant to provide the state and Party bodies with a
binding conceptual program and, on the whole, update and monitor the political line of ―building a developed socialist society.‖ Another aim was to attract
to the commission more experts from outside the Party apparat, who would be
a positive influence on the operation of these new political institutions. At the
same time, behind the establishment of specialist commissions there may
have been the idea that the participation of experts would ultimately ―dilute‖
the overall responsibility of the Party leadership somewhat. The Central Committee and its presidium, however, retained direct supervision over the newly
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established commissions, including the final approval of their briefs and decisions.37
The ideology commission, reorganized in September 1963 (with 39 members), was led in turn by the Central Committee secretaries, Vladimír Koucký
(1920–1979) and Jiří Hendrych (1913–1979). It was where sessions were
held, on the one hand, with Central Committee members or candidates and,
on the other, with important representatives of the social-science institutes of
the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences (ČSAV) and the Slovak Academy of
Sciences (SAV), universities, and other institutions, for example, the historians Jaroslav Kladiva (1919–1987) and Josef Macek (1922–1991), the biochemist and chairman of the ČSAV František Šorm (1913–1980), the director
of the Institute of Philosophy at the ČSAV, Vladimír Ruml (1923–1993), and,
later, the microbiologist and Vice-Chairman of the ČSAV, Ivan Málek
(1909–1994). 38
Evidence that the Party leadership paid considerable attention to the sphere
of ideology is provided by the next plenum of the Central Committee of the
CPCz. The session, held in December 1963 under the slogan ―On Current
Questions of the Ideological Work of the Party,‖ emphasized that, in connection with the announced transition from socialism to communism, the importance of ―ideological work‖ had increased; its most important mission was
the upbringing and education of the ―new communist man and woman.‖
According to the Party leadership, this activity was ―not proceeding satisfactorily‖ and did ―not meet the high demands of the current development of our
society.‖39 The Party headquarters called for a greater deployment of the
whole Party, of every communist, because ―ideological work is a direct part
of all Party activity.‖ Again one heard the argument that the ―decisive role in
the development of the material technological base of our society belongs to
science and technology.‖40
According to the resolution, the whole Party was to strive to ensure that
―the socially important questions of science and technology penetrate the
consciousness of our workers‖ and was also to help put the findings of
science into practice. Especially mass media, social organizations, and bodies
of state power were to take part in these tasks, to ensure ―that every worker,
farmer, or technician would know the next tasks and auspicious intentions of
our Party and participate in making them a reality.‖41 The intelligentsia was to
be the vehicle of the STR. Consequently, the resolution promised to support
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higher education.42 A particularly important role was to be played in the near
future by the social sciences.43
The resolution entitled ―On Current Questions of the Ideological Work of
the Party‖ was the impulse for the debates of the ideology commission in
April 1964. The debates were based on a speech by Koucký, the secretary for
ideology, entitled ―Some Problems on the Ideological Front.‖ Koucký stated
that in the arts unions, amongst journalists, and at social-science institutions
―the verbal expressions of consent regarding the conclusions of the December
plenum of the Central Committee were not followed up by a real attempt to
implement them.‖44 Consequently, he recommended ―closing the caucus
ranks,‖ ―putting an end to passivity,‖ ―not leaving even a single wrong
expression unanswered,‖ and, lastly, ―communicating a militant tone by the
internal Party route to all our people.‖ The discussion was also joined by the
poet Ivan Skála (1922–1997), the first secretary of the Union of Czechoslovak Writers, who, like others, criticized the social sciences, ―where most of
the shortcomings are coming to the surface,‖ and science institutions that ―are
hardly active enough.‖45
The Party leadership expressed its unease mainly about the fact that the
social-science disciplines and institutions had not been sufficiently willing to
meet the requirements and carry out the tasks assigned by the Party bodies.
The central apparat of the CPCz reacted to that by creating specific and immediate directives. The ideology commission of the Central Committee, in
May 1964, discussed as one of its main tasks a document cumbersomely entitled ―The Implementation of the Adopted Resolution of the Politburo of the
Central Committee of the CPCz on the Report on the Current Situation in
Philosophy, of March 1959, and the Main Tasks of Czechoslovak Philosophy
at the Present Time.‖46 The resolution claimed that, despite its preliminary
successes, philosophy was not sufficiently performing its social role and that
―the principled development of Marxist philosophy‖ was necessary ―to increase the social and, in particular, the Party responsibility of scholars working in philosophy for the results of their work.‖ The secretariat of the Central
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Committee of the CPCz ordered the chairman of the ČSAV, Šorm, to hurry
up and elaborate a new conception of the Institute of Philosophy at the Academy, which would become the key research institution for the whole ―philosophy front.‖47 Among the key tasks expressly and authoritatively mentioned
in the document are the ―elaboration of the prerequisites and consequences of
the scientific and technological and cultural revolution.‖48
As should be clear from our discussion so far, although the Party leadership and other Party institutions devoted themselves to ideology quite intensively and continuously from 1961 to 1964, their resolutions and entreaties
for the ―creative development of Marxism-Leninism‖ still did not have the
desired impact on the social scientists and even less so on the public. That is
why the presidium of the Central Committee of the CPCz decided to increase
its powers even more and to add emphasis to the previous directives by means
of a resolution entitled ―The Principles for the Further Intensification of the
Control of the Social Sciences,‖ from 22 December 1964.
The document states that the social sciences as a whole ―have so far not
provided answers to a number of urgent questions of the current and future
development of our society.‖ That was now supposed to change, because, according to the presidium of the Central Committee, the fulfillment of the resolutions of the 12th Congress and the preparation of the 13th Congress of the
CPCz required that all social scientists achieve the ―optimal lead in creative
theoretical work to make the social sciences an increasingly effective Party
instrument for the scientific management of social development.‖ One way to
achieve these results was to strengthen and intensify the control of the social
sciences through bodies of the CPCz and the ČSAV.49 The Party apparat
gained the right to control the social sciences directly, to assess their results
and to assign new tasks, all in connection with the preparation of the 13th
Congress of the CPCz, which was supposed to mark ―a new stage in the development of society.‖
The way in which the Party headquarters set the research program left no
doubt that the ČSAV had to follow this order no matter what.50 In connection
with the planned imminent transition of Czechoslovakia from socialism to
communism, the resolution assigned five binding key tasks in the social sciences. They were ―comprehensive scientific research‖ on economic development, the ―bringing of towns and villages closer together,‖ the international
political and economic position of Czechoslovakia, the current state and
development tendencies of the class and social structure of the country, and,
fifth, research on the ―cultural revolution, the growing importance of science,
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education, and ideological work with regard to the needs of our society‘s
development,‖ which was a frank appeal for Richta‘s interdisciplinary team to
begin work.51
From the time the resolution of the ideology commission of the CPCz
Central Committee was passed, that is, from May 1964 onwards, the Institute
of Philosophy at the ČSAV and the Philosophy Research Board, which
governed and ran the institute, began intensively to prepare a directive, the
―separate main task of the state plan,‖ which included the topic of the ―scientific and technological revolution and its social implications.‖ Beginning in
1962 at the latest, however, the members of the Philosophy Research Board
tried to revive the topic and assign it. It is also likely that Bernal‘s term and
concept, the STR, had been introduced to the board by Arnošt Kolman
(1892–1979), the director of the Institute of Philosophy from 1959 to 1962,
who had regularly used the term even before the 22nd Congress of the
CPSU.52
At the end of 1964, selected scholars, mostly members of the Philosophy
Research Board, completed the formulation of the directive for the Institutes
of Philosophy at the ČSAV and the SAV, into which they incorporated the
Party leadership‘s demands and also the results of the discussions within the
institutes and both academies in general. Entitled ―The Role of MarxistLeninist Philosophy in the Period of Socialism and the Building of Communism,‖ the directive was divided into eight projects, elaborated by specialized teams, which engaged the whole institute in the work through all its
departments. The research on the STR was part of the project entitled ―The
Laws of Socialism and the Transition to Communism.‖53
Also in late 1964, Richta again became involved in the work of the Institute of Philosophy at the ČSAV. He had returned to Prague after an almost
uninterrupted stay of six years in the state sanatorium in Dobříš (a town about
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45 km southwest of Prague), because, in consequence of his having been incarcerated during the war, he suffered from severe pulmonary tuberculosis,
which came back with a vengeance in 1958.54 While being treated at the sanatorium, Richta filled his time with reading and with writing the two books
published in 1963. Since Komunismus a proměny lidského života was approved for publication by the Philosophy Research Board in October 1963, it
is clear that the board members were aware of Richta‘s exceptional knowledge of the recent research on the social and economic consequences of technological change. Though he was not personally involved in the setting of the
directive for the Philosophy Institute, it is reasonable to assume that Richta
had been at least generally informed about it by colleagues who used to visit
him at the sanatorium.55 Richta personally knew many people in the Party
apparat and on the commission of the CPCz Central Committee. He was close
to the chairman of the ideology commission, Koucký, and indeed may even
have been his friend. He had known him from the war years while in the
Communist resistance group ―Předvoj‖ (Vanguard)56, and probably was also
friends with Hendrych.57 In 1963 and 1965, Koucký and Hendrych alternated
in chairing the ideology commission. It is reasonable to assume the same
about the chairman of the ČSAV, Šorm, and its vice-chairman, Málek, whose
book, Boj nového se starým (The struggle of the new with the old), had been
reviewed by Richta in 1955.58 All these figures clearly had an important
influence on him being appointed to lead the research on the ―social and
human contexts of the scientific and technological revolution.‖
Richta, in January 1965, quickly wrote up a document entitled ―The Role
of the Philosophy Research Board in Preparing the 13th Congress: The Implications of the Scientific and Technological Revolution,‖ which was immediately incorporated into the new conception of the Institute of Philosophy of
the ČSAV.59 This conception was approved by a series of resolutions made by
the relevant bodies in January and February 1965: the secretariat of the Central Committee of the CPCz, the ideology commission, and a resolution of the
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98th session of the presidium of the Central Committee. And, finally, the session of the presidium of the ČSAV, of 17 February 1965, ordered the new
conception to be implemented.60
Richta began the work, which was later given the title ―Civilization at the
Crossroads,‖ on 1 April 1965, stating, ―this is also probably the most extensive participation so far of Czechoslovak philosophers, on the basis of direct
impulses from Party bodies, in the preparation of the theoretical foundations
of the Party policies.‖61 Just how important the Party leadership considered
Richta‘s efforts is evident from the fact that Šorm was personally responsible
to the CPCz Central Committee for the project entitled ―The Social Consequences of the Scientific and Technological Revolution,‖ its carrying out was
monitored by a special commission of the Central Committee, and it was also
overseen by Jindřich Srovnal (1924–2005), chairman of the scientific board
of the ČSAV.62 This was also reflected by the number of people chosen to be
members of the new team: at first seventeen, then, by the end of 1965, 29,
and, from 1968 to 1969, 61 scholars. In 1970, it was assumed that as many as
95 scholars from the Czech part of Czechoslovakia and 15 from Slovakia
would be on the team.63
Soon after the completion of the first manuscript version, in November
1965, Richta‘s Civilizace was well received both at the ČSAV and at CPCz
headquarters. In spring 1966, the top Party bodies described the achieved results as ―successful, creative, and practically beneficial‖ Marxist efforts.64
Richta‘s conclusions were widely used in the planning of the 13th Congress
of the CPCz in 1966 and in its resolutions.65 The elaborated conception became part of the debates in the Party press and expert periodicals and the term
―scientific and technological revolution‖ was mentioned in nearly every edition of Rudé právo, the central Party daily, during the Prague Spring of 1968.
Two television series were produced: Šest naléhavých disputací (Six urgent
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disputations), in a debate format, and a seven-part didactic series named after
the book Civilizace na rozcestí.
For his work, Richta received the Klement Gottwald State Prize and then
the ČSAV prize as well. In March 1968, he became the director of the Institute of Philosophy at the ČSAV. In Rudé právo in July 1968, the ―Richta
team‖ published the manifesto ―Before a Decision: Concerning the New
Czechoslovak Model of Socialism.‖66 The manifesto demonstrates the shift in
Richta‘s and his associates‘ thinking toward quicker, more radical changes,
mainly with regard to how power was exercised in practice. In these respects,
―Before a Decision‖ is comparable to the famous ―Two Thousand Words‖
manifesto by the novelist and leading Prague Spring intellectual Ludvík
Vaculík (1926–2015). The similarity of the two texts was even pointed out by
Leonid Brezhnev at talks with the Czechoslovak delegation to the summit
meeting in Čierna nad Tisou, east Slovakia, in late July and early August
1968.67

The political and organizational background of the STR research in the 1960s
shows that it was not only an important trend in Marxist theoretical thinking,
but also a political project to create a new vision for the development of
Czechoslovak socialism. The ―Richta‖ team was established at a special moment in history when a symbiosis had taken place as a result of intellectual
stirrings in the social sciences and the political needs of the Party leadership
in both ideology and political program. Consequently, a team of experts was
assembled, whose work influenced key policy documents of the Party in the
second half of the 1960s, most importantly the directives adopted at the 13th
Congress of the CPCz in 1966 and the ―Action Program of the CPCz,‖ coauthored by Richta in 1968, an official Party document that determined the
main contours of reform policy. The STR research thus strikingly shaped the
political discourse of the Prague Spring and Richta became a leading Czechoslovak ―public intellectual‖ of 1968.
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The fate of the STR theory and of the ―Richta team‖ after the Soviet-led
military intervention in Czechoslovakia in late August 1968 illustrates the actual dependence of experts and their milieus on Party policy. After this event,
Richta suspended the team‘s work and helped to translate Marx‘s Grundrisse
into Czech, also writing a long introduction to it. He opened a new chapter in
his research, when, in autumn 1969, he and his colleagues became the ―first
social-science team‖ to come out in support of the new CPCz leadership,
which aimed to ―consolidate‖ the situation in the country by suppressing reform.68 In a total of four articles written together with the sociologist Jindřich
Filipec (1926–2013) and others for Rudé právo, Tvorba, and Nová mysl (the
main ideological periodical of the Party), Richta published official ―self-criticism,‖ admitting his ―mistakes‖ in the ―Before a Decision‖ manifesto and
quoting at length from the speeches of Brezhnev and the new Czechoslovak
leader Gustáv Husák (1913–1991) at the Moscow meeting of Communist and
Worker‘s parties in June 1969.
He also expressed his appreciation for the ―atmosphere of political and
economic consolidation, which our current leadership is seeking to
achieve.‖69 This pragmatic adaptation to the changes in the CPCz leadership
enabled Richta to remain the director of the Institute of Philosophy at the
ČSAV. In the course of the ideological campaign against revisionism and the
related purges of staff, the Institute of Philosophy was merged with the former Institute of Sociology of the Academy to become the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology. During this institutional transformation, Richta transformed his team into the Scientific and Technological Revolution Section of
the Institute (the other two being Philosophy and Sociology) and, until his
premature death in 1983, he continued to do research on the STR under the
new conditions.
The transfer of the project into the new political context, which was strikingly more authoritarian and was based on the rejection of reform, had a fundamental influence on the content, form, and political effect of the STR theory. Richta reformulated the concept to suit the needs of the regime of ―consolidation‖ in a work written together with Filipec in 1972.70 The conception of
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research on the STR no longer included the requirement of broad-based political participation and took a far more confrontational position on so-called
―bourgeois theories.‖ On the whole, it is fair to say that the theory lost its reformist and visionary potential and offered only a highly formal interpretation
of the inevitable road to communism by means of scientific and technological
progress. The main function of the ―consolidated‖ theory was to provide legitimacy to the system of power prevailing in late socialism.
The political function of the expert milieu from which emerged the STR
concept was also different now. Whereas in the 1960s one could talk about a
symbiosis of expert efforts and Party policy, which led to the fact that figures
like Richta and their research teams acquired hitherto unprecedented formal
and informal political influence, after 1968 experts had to fully respect the
―leading role‖ of the Party. They were in the position of purveyors of politically usable knowledge, especially in the field of economic policy-making.
Expertise, science, and modern technology would continue to play a fundamental role in the development of socialism.
The government of experts and educated elites, which had carefully been
promoted by the STR theory in the 1960s, was replaced by Party control of
expertise and the ―technocratization‖ of Party rule. Richta‘s fate aptly illustrates this development. Whereas before 1968 he was an influential intellectual and a true co-creator of the reformist political program, in the 1970s he
held a high post in the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences but his actual
political influence—partly because of his problematic past as a Sixty-eighter—was limited to his being the director of an important academic institution
without any real influence on Party policy-making.

